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Col. Jones produced 48 sets of Nature Prints of varieties of the British ferns, issued
1876-1880, each with around 300 sheets. This study is based on the 12 surviving sets
of prints and the large archive of prints held by the BPS. The first chapters cover
the history and techniques of nature printing and biographies of Col. Jones and his
contemporaries. The six sets of prints and the accompanying text material are then
discussed in detail. The surviving sets of prints, the early experimental prints and the
unissued prints in the BPS archive are described in detail.
For the included CD, the text that accompanied the prints has been digitised and
formatted as a searchable file, together with around 380 high resolution images of
the prints and images of the original text sheets. These should prove invaluable for
personal research.
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chapter 10
The Raisers of Fern Varieties
Just over one quarter of the varieties imaged were raised by a small number of
individuals (fig 10.4). A further eight varieties were raised by nurserymen (Ivery, Sim
and Stansfield). In two instances the raiser of the variety was not known. Athyrium filixfemina, Scolopendrium vulgare, Polystichum angulare and Adiantum capillus-veneris were the
commonest varieties raised from spores.
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10.4 The principal raisers of new fern varieties

The crossing of ferns had been pioneered by E.J. Lowe. His experiments, which were
not confined to ferns, started in 1842. The science of genetics had not been born and
there were many of his contemporaries who did not believe that it would be possible
to cross ferns. Lowe’s ideas on ‘multiple parentage’ were a misconception but his
results spoke for themselves and he had soon persuaded others, such as Mapplebeck
and Jones, to try crossing their best varieties. The main criticism that I have of Lowe
is that he named far too many of his offspring. Jones wrote of his own experience
of crossing ferns in The Gardener’s Chronicle (1888) and the Proceedings of the Bristol
Naturalists’ Society (1888).

1.14 Nature printed plates prepared by an Aquatint
process. Anon 1797
1.15 Lead plate nature print, Heuffler, Vienna 1853
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1.16 A composite of nature prints from the Imperial printing house in Vienna published to advertise
the Auer’s technique, Kosmos, Recalm, Leipzig 1855

6.12 Series IV, Polystichum angulare ‘Brachiato-cristatum, Grey’, prints (31), (31a) & (31b).
Three fronds from the same plant showing different degrees of brachiation and of cresting.
Later pteridologists, such as Druery, who illustrated 31b in British Ferns and their Varieties, attribute
this find to W. J. Keall of Wantage rather than to Robert Grey.
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10.5 The number of fern varieties found in each of the preceding years
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3.3 Lastrea pseudo-mas ‘Polydactyla Mapplebeck’. A copy of the print from Col. Jones’s personal
collection
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To: Pat Acock, BPS Publications,
13 Star Lane, St Mary Cray, Kent BR5 3LJ

Name................................................................
Address.............................................................
..........................................................................

Please send me ......... copies of

..........................................................................

The Jones Nature Prints, Book and CD.

..........................................................................
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payable to British Pteridological Society.
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